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ACCESSORIES E-STORE 
 

1. Passport Holder: 

When traveling from country to country, it is extremely important to know where your 

passport and other crucial documents are located at all times and have them in a 

trustworthy, secure spot.  This passport holder does more than just protect and hold your 

passport; there are also convenient slots to store your credit and debit cards, cash, and 

other pertinent belongings.  This passport holder is made of the highest quality of leather to 

withstand the wear and tear of travel. It also comes in two colors: black or brown. You can 
rest easy knowing that your passport is safe and protected in it’s discreet carrying case. 

 

2. Aluminum Tablet Stand: 

If you’ve ever been trying to do work on an iPad or tablet with two hands, you know how 

difficult and uncomfortable it can be to hold the device in one hand while typing or 

maneuvering with the other hand.  Our aluminun tablet stand allows for maximum 

productivity while also being minimally invasive of your limited work or personal space.  The 

aluminum alloy stand can hold tablets or iPads from 7 inches and up to 13 inches in length 

or width easily. The look and feel of the stand makes it seem as though it fits right in with 
the rest of the belongings at your workstation or in your home office.    

 

3. Charging Dock: 

If you’ve ever wanted to charge your phone, watch, and airpods at the same time but hate 

having multiple cords running all over the place, your solution is here.  The classic design of 

this charging dock will be the perfect addition to any work station whether it’s in your home 

or at your office.  This dock can simotaneously charge three separate apple devices at the 

same time.  Keeping up with the constantly changing demands of this era of ease and 
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accessibility has never been easier.  Our silicone charging dock takes care of iPhones 5 
through iPhone X, apple iwatch 1 through 3, and the first edition of the apple airpods. 

 

4. Leather weave bracelet: 

Bracelets are typically viewed as a feminine addition to a cute outfit and only available in 

women’s clothing stores.  We are breaking the stereotype that bracelets are only for girls or 

women with this leather woven bracelet.  The clasp is made of metal in the shape of a 

gnarly skull and comes in gold, black, or silver colors.  Because the leather is woven, this 

bracelet is durable and can stand up to the wear and tear of your everyday life, whether it’s 

sitting in an office or getting your hands dirty.  The bracelet is average size and therefore 
should fit around most men’s wrists. 

 

5. Stainless Steel Skull Beads Bracelet: 

This bracelet is more than just about looking rough and tought; it is physically rough and 

tough.  The stainless steel material makes up the entireity of the skull beads and clasp.  

Each bracelet can be made in a sleek black color, a classic silver color, or a rich golden 

color.  Each circular bead between the skull beads can match the color of the skulls or be a 

complementary color depending on your personal preference.  Each skull bead is intricately 

designed to put fear into the eyes of your enemies and those that have wronged you.  The 

bracelet is 22 centimeters long which is standard to fitting most men’s wrists.   

 

6. Leather Buddha Bracelet: 

Awaken yourself to the true knowledge of who you are meant to be and who Buddha has 

always been with this woven leather Buddha bracelet.  This bracelet comes in blood red 

with black accents, silver with black accents, brown with black accents, or all black.  The 

clasp of each bracelet is made of a shiny metal that is nearly unbreakable.  The bracelet is 

thin enough to be discreetly worn under long sleeved shirts or can be stacked with multiple 
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bracelets being worn on one wrist at the same time.  The intricate workings of this bracelet 
down to its clasp is reflective of it’s meaning. 

 

7. Lion Bracelet: 

Have you ever wanted to look like how you feel on the inside?  Get ready to unleash your 

inner lion while also sporting this trendy lion bracelet.  The times of women’s only jewelry 

are in the past.  It’s more acceptable than ever to try new, bold things in the name of style.  

The bracelet has one special charm: either a lion or a skull surrounded by marbled beads 

and other silver pendants.  Our lion bracelet is also available with a skull or leaf as well.  

The bracelet is made to last a lifetime because of the durability of the materials used in the 
design process. 

 

8. Homemade Leather Bracelet: 

Our homemade leather bracelet begins and ends with ingenuity.  It is completely handmade 

and put together by hand from start to finish.  The leather is fully genuine so it will last 

longer than any of your previous bracelets.  This bracelet comes in black, brown, or brown 

and black to match any kind of style.  It’s clasp can be black to match the color of the 

leather or the clasp can be silver to match the metal accent on the second band of the 

bracelet.  Measuring only 12 centimeters wide, this bracelet is the perfect addition to any 

everyday look or be used for special occasions. 

 

9. Plane Anchor Bracelet: 

If you are looking for a bracelet that is unlike other bracelets, search no further.  This 

bracelet seems pretty plain at first but the beauty is in the details.  It doesn’t need to stand 

out to be cool or stylish simply because of it’s pure uniqueness.  The bracelet itself is made 

out of braided rope and is available in a multitude of colors.  What’s so eye catching about 

this bracelet is the detailed airplane clasp of the bracelet.  The bracelet is held onto a 
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person’s wrist with the wings of the stainless steel airplane. The trendy style and sincerity of 
this handmade bracelet is unmatched by any other bracelet on the market. 

 

10. Anchor Bracelet: 

If you’ve been looking for a masculine bracelet that is more than ordinary, you’ve come to 

the right place.  The best part about this bracelet isn’t the high quality of the leather or 

stainless steel clasp.  It’s the ability to be unique and manly in a world that obsesses over 

anchors.  This bracelet comes in a few different muted and vibrant colors but one thing 

remains the same; the black, stainless steel anchor that holds each bracelet around it’s 

wearer’s wrist.  Even if you have a larger or smaller than average wrist size, this bracelet 
will still fit you as if it was made for you alone.   

 

11. Leather Bracelet: 

This bracelet can add style and class to any outfit or it can spruce up what once was a 

plain, naked wrist.  This bracelet is both simple and intricate at the same time.  On the back 

side of the bracelet is the fold over, push button deployment type of clasp that is commonly 

found on expensive wristwatches.  On the front side of the wrist watch is an uncomplicated 

design with two stainless steel bars running paralell with the length of it’s wearer’s wrist. If 

you don’t want something that plain, we can also make braelets with the same concept 

except there is a small metal ball between the two beams.  

 

12. Natural Stone Bracelet: 

Natural stones are elegant and beautiful when they are found in their natural places so it 

only makes sense that they look flawless accented with 100% real leather and stainless 

steel.  The look of this bracelet is well rounded and can offer something to anyone with an 

ecclectic or mainstream style.  The natural brown, deep blue, or/and black stone beads are 

expertly paired with all black leather and metal.  Each bracelet can be ordered with gold or 
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silver metal to best match their style and clothing.  The leather can be ordered in black, 
earthy brown, or navy blue. 

 

13. Multi-layered handmade braided genuine leather bracelet: 

When anyone sees the word handmaid, they instantly think of quality goods.  It’s nothing 

different with this piece of fine, masculine jewelry.  Because this bracelet is handmade, 

more maintenance is required to keep it looking nice.  It can be worn all day everyday 

except for showering, sleeping, and times of increased sweating.  The genuine leather 

bracelet has two braided strips of leather and two strips of plain leather that meet on each 

side of the clasp to ensure solidarity throughout the whole bracelet.  This bracelet can be 

ordered in black or brown leather.  It’s simple and elegant; a widely underappreciated 

concept in men’s jewelry. 

 

14. Smart Robot Luggage: 

With the world we live in today being so technologically advanced, it’s no surprise that we 

have the ability to buy smart, robotic luggage.  The ability of this robotic suitcase is almost 

limitless; it can automatically start following you through radiowave technology, it can be 

unlocked through the touch of your specific fingerprint, it automatically avoids obstacles, the 

battery can be taken out of the suitcase after boarding the plane and used to charge your 

carry-on devices, and much more.  The size of this luggage fits most of the dimensions to 

be carried on the plane instead of being checked. It’s also durable and protective of your 
most precious and valuable items.   

 

15. Suit Duffel Bag: 

You can understand the frustration if you’ve ever been on an important business trip and 

you open up your suitcase to find a wrinkled suit.  This suit duffel bag is specially made to 

keep your suits as crisp and fresh as when they first came from the cleaners.  The duffel 
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bag is small enough to bring as a carry on bag on a flight but large enough to fit an entire 

suit, shoes, toiletries, a change of clothes, and books.  Our expert design allows maximum 

space for all of your traveling necessities.  Never show up to an important business function 

with a wrinkle in your suit again! 

 

 

16. Stylish Canvas Tactical Belt: 

THIS PRODUCT IS OUT OF STOCK AND NO LONGER AVAILABLE SO A PRODUCT 

DESCRIPTION WAS NOT WRITTEN. 

 

17. Outdoor survival kit: 

Every outdoorsman knows the difference between life and death in an emergency situation 

is a proper survival kit.  This survival kit includes a 360 degree rotating compass to prevent 

travellers from getting lost, a 5-in-1 bracelet that acts as a turniquet, whistle, compass, flint, 

parachute cord, and scraper, as well as a heavy duty tact pen that can be used for self 

defense, writing, and pressure tip to break glass.  Also included in this survival kit is a three-

mode flashlight, survival knife, wire saw, bottle clip, saber card, thermal blanket, emergency 

whistle, and a miniature flashlight.  All of this gear would be rendered useless without the 

waterproof and shockproof carrying case.  This is hands down the best survival kit on the 
market. 

 

18. Luxury Retro Leather sleeve: 

If your hands are always full from carrying your belongings around, we have the solution to 

your problems.  The luxury leather sleeve is basically a larger wallet that can store and hold 

more of your belongings but you won’t be made fun of for carrying around a purse.  The 

retro sleeve has a pocket to hold an iPad or tablet, slots for credit and debit cards, 
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passports, pens, business cards, a cell phone, and much more.  Anything you wish you 

could carry but would never fit into your pockets is now available to be carried in one 

convenient place that’s also stylish and lightweight.  You’ll never have to worry about losing 

your things because the retro sleeve snaps closed and is made from durable leather. 

 

19. New Privacy Filter Mac Book Pro: 

 If you have inquisitive children at home or adults that cannot keep their eyes on their own 

computers at work, we have something that can help.  The privacy filter is easy to clean, 

install, and reapply as many times as you need.  It has a 60 degree viewing angle versus 

the traditional 180 degree viewing angle without the privacy filter.  That means the only way 

you can see the screen is if you are sitting directly in front of the computer or laptop.  This 

privacy screen fits the new MacBook Pro and comes with a free cleaning cloth for easy 
hygiene. 

 

20. Privacy filter for new apple ipad pro: 

If you have inquisitive children at home or adults that cannot keep their eyes on their own 

computers at work, we have something that can help.  The privacy filter is easy to clean, 

install, and reapply as many times as you need.  It has a 60 degree viewing angle versus 

the traditional 180 degree viewing angle without the privacy filter.  That means the only way 

you can see the screen is if you are sitting directly in front of the computer or laptop.  This 

privacy screen fits the new iPad Pro and comes with a free cleaning cloth for easy hygiene. 
ALREADY HAS A PRODUCT DESCRIPTION WRITTEN 

 

Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. Once an order has been placed we will send you the 

tracking details for your purchase. 
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1.  Webcam camera privacy cover: 

Privacy can be nearly impossible to obtain in the time we currently live in.  Everywhere we 

go there are cameras watching us whether they be security footage, personal phone 

cameras, simple photo apps, or without our permission from our own computers and 

laptops.  This camera cover ensures privacy by completely covering the built in camera on 

your laptop, computer, or mobile device.  It’s small and hardly noticeable so it won’t be a 

distraction at work.  If you hapen to need to use your device’s camera, simply slide the 
privacy cover over and then slide it back when you’re finished.   

 

2. Privacy Screen Phone Case: 

We pay a whole lot of money for our smart phones. iPhones specifically can be very 

expensive so protecting the phone itself and your own privacy is of the utmost importance.  

The privacy screen is part of an easily removable phone case that simply clips over the 

front side of your phone to protect the screen and alleviate the worry of anyone seeing 

personal information if they glance at your phone.  The back side magnetically clips to your 

phone to protect it from scratches, drops, and other cracks or breakage.  With this privacy 

screen phone case, you will never have to worry about breaking your phone or wandering 
eyes seeing what you are doing on your personal device.   

 

3. Storm Trooper Decanter 

If you are a super fan of the Star Wars franchise, or you love unique decanters, or both, you 

need our Storm Trooper decanter to hold wine, liquor, and other alcholic beverages.  The 

clear glass is shaped in the form of a Storm trooper head and helmet.  Standing about 17 

centimeters high, this decanter is sure to catch someone’s eye and start a great 

conversation.  Because this decanter is made from high borosilicate glass, it can’t be put in 

the dishwasher or microwave.  As a bonus, the lid that fits perfectly on top of the container 

will keep your beverage of choice fresher longer than if it were in it’s original container or in 
the refridgerator.  
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4. Skull decanter set 

Have you ever wanted a unique or interesting way to store and, or show off your alcohol?  

Do you own an alcohol cart that might be missing a few finishing touches?  This skull 

decanter set is the right answer for you!  The skull decanter itself can hold up to 1,000 

milliliters of any kind of alcohol but darker alcohol works the best, specifically brandy or 

whiskey.  If the glass decanter isn’t cool enough, it also comes with a set of skull glasses.  
The matching set is the perfect addition to any beverage cart or bar top. 

 

5. Waterproof toiletries bag 

Toiletries are often the most common types of items to be lost during travel and even in 

your own home because the small items you use everyday don’t always have a place.  With 

a waterpoof bag specifically for holding all of your personal items, it becomes virtually 

impossible to lose your most valueable items.  Because this toiletry bag is waterproof, it can 

be stored anywhere without worrying about ruining anything.  This bag has two parts of 

storage so you can separate your items however you see fit.  The stylish gray and brown 

colors are muted and masculine but still modern enough to keep out on your vanity when 
guests come over. 

 

6. Waterproof toiletry travel bag 

Toiletries are often the most common types of items to be lost during travel because they 

are lose items that fall out of suit cases or get lost other ways.  With a traveling toilery bag, 

you can easily pack your bathroom supplies quickly and with ease.  Because this toiletry 

bag is waterproof, it can be stored anywhere without worrying about ruining anything.  This 

bag can be made and ordered in either black or gray colors.  Don’t worry about keeping all 

of your personal belongings in separate places anymore; this water proof toiletry bag is the 

answer to all of your traveling problems. 
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7. Hanging travel toiletry bag 

If you travel often or are always in a rush when you are getting ready for work, we have a 

solution that will fit your needs and your budget.  The hanging travel toiletries bag can 

easily store all of your personal items while also having the ability to be quickly wrapped up 

and taken on the go whether you are driving or flying.  It fits neatly into a large suitcase or 

small carryon.  There are plenty of storage spaces and pockets to keep your belongings in 

reach and organized.  When you get to your destination, your bag hangs anywhere with a 
hands free convenience you’ve never experienced before! 

 

8. Stylish travel toiletry bag 

First impressions, convenience, and easy access are at the top of our priorities list with this 

product.  The stylish traveling toiletry bag will impress even the most seasoned travelers 

with it’s multiple zipper close areas and storage space.  It fits neatly into any suit case or 

carry on bag.  It comes in a sleek black or medium brown color to match the modern, chic, 

and ecclectic styles.  Made of durable materials and strong zippers, this travel bag will last 
through all of your adventures.   

 

 

9. Travel canvas toiletry bag 

Toiletries are often the most common types of items to be lost or stolen during travel 

because they are lose items that fall out of suit cases or go missing other ways.  With a 

traveling toilery bag, you can easily pack your bathroom supplies quickly and with ease.  

Because this toiletry bag is canvas, it can be stored almost anywhere without worrying 

about ruining anything.  The durable material will hold up through years of travel!  This bag 

can be made and ordered in either black or gray colors.  Don’t worry about keeping all of 
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your personal belongings in separate places anymore; this canvas toiletry bag is the 
answer to all of your traveling problems. 

 

10. Leather toiletry bag 

Often times, toiletries are the most common types of items to be lost or misplaced around 

your house because they usually don’t have a permanent home.  With a leather toilery bag, 

you can easily pack your bathroom supplies quickly whenever you are done using them.  

Because this toiletry bag is leather, it can be stored almost anywhere without worrying 

about ruining anything.  The durable material will hold up through years of use!  This bag 

can be made and ordered in either black and gray colors.  Don’t worry about keeping all of 

your personal belongings in separate places anymore; the leather toiletry bag is the answer 

to all of your problems. 

 

11. Black toiletry bag 

Toiletry bags are one of life’s best conveniences.  With this sleek black toiletry bag, you can 

keep all of your personal bathroom products in one secure spot.  This toiletry bag has 

multiple compartments for added organization.  Never lose or misplace your products 

again!  This canvas bag can be ordered in black with black zipper accents to match any 

style of bathroom decor.  Don’t worry about keeping track of your toiletries in separate 

places anymore, this canvas bag will help with organization and cleanliness. 

 

12. Canvas Toiletry bag 

Toiletry bags are one of life’s best conveniences.  The best part about this bag is that it can 

be stored in a bathroom without fear of it getting wet because it’s made of a durable canvas 

material.  With a canvas toiletry bag, you can keep all of your personal bathroom products 

in one secure spot.  Never lose or misplace your products again!  This canvas bag can be 

ordered in black with brown accents to match any style of bathroom decor.  Don’t worry 
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about keeping track of your toiletries in separate places anymore, this canvas bag will help 
with organization and cleanliness. 

13.  Crazy horse leather toiletry bag 

If you want a product that is more than out of the ordinary in quality and uniqueness, look 

no further!  Made of real horse leather, this toiletry bag is naturally colored brown and is soft 

to ensure your delicate products remain safe in storage and transfer.  The two zipper pouch 

is great for storing and organizing your bathroom toiletries whether you travel often or not.  

There is even a convenient carrying handle for easy use and peace of mind during hectic 
transportation. 

 

Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. Once an order has been placed we will send you the 

tracking details for your purchase. 

 

 

 

14.  Gold Razor set 

This luxurious straight razor set rivals all other razor sets.  It comes with a stainless steel 

straight razor, a shaving brush made of badger and bristled hair, a whetstone for 

sharpening and reusing your razor blad, and a strap that comes with a hanging hook so you 

can display your razor set just like a professional barber shop would. This razor set is 

perfect for begginer and intermediate shavers who are looking for a higher quality, better 

experience.   The added feature of durablitiy and light weight feel will last for many shaves 
and trims to come. 

 

15. Wooden box straight razor set 
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This set comes wtih all of the professional tools that a barber shop would use to shave or 

trim beards without the hefty price tag attached to it.  In addition to high quality shaving 

tools, this straight razor set comes with a wooden storage box to keep your razor set free of 

dust and lose hair.  The set includes a stainless steel razor, hand brush for clearing hair, a 

strap, and a whetstone for sharpenting.  Since the box is made of real wood, you can have 
it personalized if you are giving it as a gift. 

 

16. Barber straight razor set 

Have you ever wanted the look and feel of a barber shop shave or trim without paying 

barber shop prices?  If you think you have the skill set to give yourself a professional 

looking shave, we have the straight razor set that will impress even the most seasoned 

barbers.  This straight razor set includes a foldable razor that can be resharpened, a bottle 
of oil, a sharpening cloth, and a razor sleeve to keep the blade from cutting anything. 

   

17. Straight razor set 

This straight razor set is great for begginers as it has a professional look while not being too 

overwhelming.  The kit comes wtih one striaght, copper razor that has an ebony wooden 

handle, wax, a strap, and cleaning cleaning cloth.  To keep the set protected and high 

standards, this set comes with a simple storage container.  In case you are new to shaving 

with professional style tools or haven’t done this before, this kit comes with care instructions 

and tips for the best shave.  You won’t regret deciding to trim or shave your own beard with 
a straight razor, we guarentee it! 

 

18. Skull coffe milk tea glass 

This glass is for the skull lovers out there.  The skull themed drinking glass can hold any 

kind of drink whether it’s hot or cold.  It’s made specically for coffee, tea, or milk but any 

drink can still be enjoyed with this skull shaped glass.  The detailing of the skull is done with 
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impeccable realism which sets the mood for themed get-togethers or a quiet night relaxing 
in your home.  The possibilities of this glass are endless. 

 

19. Stainless steel whiskey fuel flask 

Flasks are perfect for storing alcohol in small quanities.  This nine ounce hip flask has an all 

new look and feel to it. The body of the flask is made  completely of stainless steel to keep 

your beverage tasting fresher longer.  Surrounding the outside of the flask is a genuine 

leather carrying strap used for stransportation and to keep your beverage colder for longer 

periods of time.  Only the highest quality materials are used when making this flask.  It’s 
sleek silver and rustic brown look will make for the perfect addition to your next occasion. 

 

 

 

20. New design hip fuel flask 

Flasks are perfect for storing alcohol in small quanities.  This nine ounce hip flask has an all 

new look and feel to it.  Beginning at the top, the cap unscrews but doesn’t come 

completely apart from the body of the flask so that it can’t ever be lost in a drunken stupor.  

The body of the flask is made of stainless steel to keep your beverage tasting fresher 

longer.  Only the highest quality materials are used when making this flask.  It’s sleek black 
and silver look will make for the perfect addition to your next occasion. 

 


